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"The Great Learning" advances the moral target of “manifesting the bright virtue, 
loving the people, stopping in perfect goodness”, and points out eight gradually 
process “investigation of things, Extension of knowledge, making wills sincere, 
correcting minds, cultivating self, harmonizing clan, governing states, making land 
peace”. It is a important Confucian classical literature of great influence. It 
emphasizes personal integrity and social responsibility, bearing with the Confucian 
profound meaning of “Saint and King” .  
"The Great learning", which was originally the forty second chapter originally of 
"The Book of Rites", has been hiden in the vast ocean of Confucian literature over a 
thousand years since Han to Tang Dynasty. In Northen Song, Cheng Hao and Cheng 
Yi adjusted and annotated its text, getting into its promote process, "The Great 
learning" apreared all over the ancient academia. Up to Southen Song Dynasty, Zhu 
Xi wrote "A Sellected collection of Great Learning", "The Great learning" had been 
brought into the “four book” researching system. "The Four Books" became the 
official examination materials in HuangQing 2nd in Yuan Dynasty. Thus, "The Great 
Learning" established it’s multi-side authority in the ancient cultural-systern world.  
In the history of traditional Confucian academic, "The Great Change" is closely 
connected with scholars on the arrangement and debate of text and interpretation from 
beginning to end. Under different social thought and era custom, scholars annotated 
"The Great Learning" in accordance with uderstanding by themeself, in order to 
themselves, establish thought and create theory. The annotation activity and the 
thinking hidden the process was all imprinted of obvious Zeitgeist. The traditional 
annotation activity of the classical literature shows obvious time brand .  
The title of my thesis is "A Study on the Argumentation of 'The Great Learning 
from the Perspective of Zeitgeist in the Process of Traditional Classics' Amotation". 
The author discuss the activities of adjusting and annotating "The Great Learning" by 
many ancient scholars , in chronological order, from the angle of entelligence history 
and hermeneutics. Through that , we can clarify the history of the anno tation to "The 
Great Learning" by ancient scholars, and to delve and the time brand reflected by the 
annotation actibity of traditional classics.  
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1.  《大学》相关问题之研究 
由《大学》文本的产生、流传和衍变而生的历史问题有三。其一是“大学”
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